A theory of the influence of measurement conditions and system parameters on the accuracy of remote temperature measurements with thermal imaging systems has been developed. An analysis of the influence of disturbances (such as: incorrectly assumed emissivity, radiation reflected by the object, radiation emitted by the optics of the system, limited transmittance of atmosphere and limited temperature resolution of the system) on the accuracy of temperature measurement has been made. The results have shown that the accuracy clearly differs in 3-5J. lm and 8-12J. lm spectral band under typical measurement conditions.
Introduction
Majority of thermal imaging systems (TISs) have been manufactured for military applications to enable observation, on the battlefield in darkness and under difficult atmospheric conditions, by producing the relative temperature distribution of the looked terrestrial scenery. The other, smaller group of TISs, has been developed for civilian applications in industry and science, to accurately measure temperature distributions on the surface of the tested objects. Therefore, according to application, the TISs can be divided into two groups: the observation (military) systems and the measuring (civilian) ones. Several studies [1] [2] [3] [4] have been conducted to evaluate the performance of observation systems and to create the theory of these systems in different conditions. The set of requirements of the observation thermal imaging systems is different from the set of the measuring ones. The primary factor that has to be considered for observation systems, is the signal to noise relationship at the output of the system, or the range of detection, recognition and identification of the object being observed. Instead, the primary factor that should be considered for measuring systems is the accuracy of· determination of temperature distribution on the surface of the tested object. Because of the different set of requirements, the results of the studies [1-4J are not useful for the C<lse of measuring TISs. .
The problem of accuracy of measuring thermal imaging systems has been indirectly faced In several studies [5] [6] [7] which provide an analysis of them. However, the results have not yet explained the mechanism of the influence of the measurement conditions and system parameters on the accuracy of these systems. Recently, one of the manufactures of measuring thermal imaging systems has presented the results of a study [8] . This study is an overview on factors that affect and disturb the accuracy of remote temperature measurement Ill nd on how these factors differ betWeen 3-5J.lm and 8-12J.lm thermal imaging systems. However, a theory explaining why the accuracy differs has not been presented so far.
In this paper a theory of the influence of the measurement conditions and system parameters on the accuracy of temperature measurement has been developed. The theory can be generally summarized with two relevant formulas. The first one describes the influence of the disturbances of the signal incident into the IR detector on the error of its measurement. The second one describes the relationship between the error of the signal measurement and the error of the temperature measurement. On the basis of the developed formulas, an analysis of the influence of the disturbances of the signal (due to: incorrectly assumed emissivity, radiation reflected by the object, radiation emitted by the atmosphere, radiation @mitted by the optics of the system, limited transmittance of the atmosphere and limited QIRT 94 -Eurotherm Series 42 -EETI ed., Paris 1995 http://dx.doi.org/10.21611/qirt.1994.009
temperature resolution of the system on the accuracy of temperature measurement) has been made.
General theory
To develop the present investigation several assumptions for the TIS are made in order to ease the problem. First, the case of a thermal imaging system, without an internal temperature reference source, that is calibrated using an external one is considered. For such a case, imaging optics, scanner and filters can be treated as a single Component: the optics of spectral transmittance 't o ().). Differences with the case of internal reference source are discussed in detail in [6] . Second, the TIS is calibrated under laboratory conditions using a blackbody as a reference source. The distance between the blackbody and the system is short and it is assumed that, under such conditions, the influence of atmosphere and reflected background radiation is negligible. Third, two types of TIS are being compared: the short-wave, of spectral band 3-5J.1fTl, and the longwave, of spectral band 8-12J.1fTl. Identical optics, electronics, geometry, temperature and spatial resolutions are assumed. Fourth, the system works under indoor conditions.
If the above assumptions are fulfilled, the IR detector receives only the radiation emitted by the reference source and the radiation emitted by the optics within the detector spectral band. The value of the measured signal can be written, as (1) where Tob is the temperature of the reference source simulating the object, Topt is the temperature of-the optics, SeA) is the detector relative spectral detectivity function, TO().) is the transmittance of the system optics, k is the constant of the signal transformation by the optics and the detector, A1 and A2 are the limits of the detector spectral band, and M{T,).) is the spectral emittance at· the temperature T and wavelength A. Measuring TISs are usually calibrated using blackbodies as reference sources. The emissivity of real objects is always lower than emissivity of blackbodies. Therefore, to simulate the case of real objects (approximately grey bodies), the emissivity of the simulated object fi L has been added to equation (1) .
The dependence of the signal SL(Tob,fiU on the temperature Tob and the emissivity fi L of the simulated object, measured during the calibration process, is something like a standard during real measurements. It is generally assumed that a real object, under real conditions of temperature Tob and emissivity fi L , gives the same signal as a reference source having the same temperature and emissivity during the calibration process. If this assumption is fulfilled and the TIS does not give any measurement errors, the temperature measurement error is null. However, the TISs always give measurement errors and, what is more important, the above assumption is rather rarely fulfilled. The signal measured under real work conditions usually differs from the one measured under laboratory conditions and the temperature of the tested object is determined with an error, even if the error due to the system is negligible. Let us treat all the sources, which produce differences between the Signal measured under the laboratory and the real work conditions, as disturbances.
3. The influence of the disturbances of the measured signal on the accuracy of temperature measurement.
It is clear that disturbances of the signal measured by the system cause measurement errors of that Signal and, consequ�ntly, cause temperature measurement errors. However, it is interesting how strongly the disturbances influence temperature measurement accuracy. Let us find the relationship between the signal measurement errors and temperature measurement errors. To find that relationship we have to carry out a few mathematical operations.
If we differentiate formula (1) and multiply it by the quantity Tob dTob I SL Tob we obtain (2) where (3) being Cl, C2 the Planck constants. TlSs. The rapid drop of the disturbance resistance functions at lower temperatures is the effect of the influence of the optics radiation. This radiation is negligible in the higher temperature range, but is important in the lower one, particularly for the case of low emissivity objects .
4.
Errors of the signal measurement due to disturbances.
The results of the calculations from the previous section clearly show that the short-wave thermal imaging systems are more resistant to the disturbances of the signal received by the detector than the longwave ones. However, accuracy of the temp�rature measurement depends not only on the TIS resistance to the signal disturbances but also on the level of the disturbances. The disturbance resistance function DRF can be used as a useful figure of merit for comparison of thermal imaging systems, but the most important figure of merit for comparison of these systems is their accuracy of the temperature measurement. Radiation incident onto IR detector under real work conditions consists of five components: the radiation emitted by the object, the radiation reflected by the object, the radiation emitted by the atmosphere, the radiation of sun (or other sources of strong radiation scattered in the lltmosphere) and the radiation emitted by the optics. The first component depends on two p�rameters of the object: its temperature Tob and emissivity SR. The second component is generally the reflected radiation of object environment (the radiation of the sun, sky, the l1ilghbouring objects and atmosphere) and depends on many environmental parameters. The third component depends on the temperature of atmosphere, its spectral transmittance function taP .. ) and the distance R between the object and the system. The fourth component depends, as the previous one, on the distance R, but also on many parameters of the atmosphere and the environment. The fifth component depends on the temperature of the optics To p t and its spectral transmittance function 'toO,, ).
The relative, apparent error of the signal measurement is expressed by the relationship between the difference of the signal measured under real work conditions SR and the value of the signal under laboratory ones SL. We have (5) where (6) (7) (8) (9) where &R is the real emissivity of the tested object, Tback is the temperature of the background, T:"t is the temperature of the optics under real work conditions, LIT", is the system effective temperature resolution, function Random represents uniformly distributed pseudo random amplitude values equal to the uncertainties of the signal measurement due to the limited temperature resolution.
Errors of the temperature measurement
The components A, B, C, D give informations on the error of the signal measurement due to the disturbances: the component A on the effect of improperly assumed emissivity (when 't a P,, ) =1) and on the effect of limited transmittance of the atmosphere (when emissivity &R(A)=&L); the component B on the influence of the reflected radiation (when 't a (A)=1) and on the effect of limited transmittance (when Tback is low); the component C on the effect of changes of the optics radiation; the component D on the effect of uncertainties which arise during the signal measurement, due to the limited temperature resolution of the system. The total error of the signal measurement is the sum of all these components. The error of the temperature measurement is a product of the error of the signal measurement and the disturbance resistance function of the system according to formula (4) . The errors of temperature measurement (due to the: improperly assumed emissivity, reflected radiation, limited transmittance of the atmosphere, optics radiation and limited temperature resolution of the system for simulated conditions) are presented in figures 2-6. The calculations have been made for typical detectors and optics optimised for the 3-5!1m and 8-12!1m "atmospheric window" and the following simulated conditions: figure 2 -relative error of the emissivity determination equal to 5%; figure 3 -background temperature T bacr303K; figure 4 -atmosphere temperature Tatm=297K, object temperature Tob=500K, atmosphere relative humidity equal to 50%; figure 5 -optics temperature under real work conditions equal to 303K and under laboratory conditions equal to 297K; figure 6 -temperature resolution for both systems equal to 0.1 K at temperature 300K.
Conclusions.
Accuracy of temperature measurement is one of the most important factor when comparing thermal imaging systems. The results presented above clearly show that the errors of temperature measurements due to analysed disturbances are generally smaller for the short wave 3-5!1m systems. The longwave systems behave exceptionally poorly when compared to the short-wave ones for the case of low emissivity objects. The only exception are the errors due to the influence of limited transmittance of the atmosphere, that are smaller for the longwave 8-12!1m systems. Yet, these errors are small for short paths, even for the short-wave �ystems. Therefore, one can formulate a general rule that the short-wave systems behave better than the longwave ones. However, we have to remember that the study has been limited to systems working under indoor conditions. Consequently, the conclusion, formulated oarlier, is valid only for this group of measuring systems.
Even under indoor conditions there are two exceptions to the rule. First, in general, the �lhort-wave systems are more accurate in the temperature range from 270K to 900K. There is, however, the small part of this range where the longwave systems perform bettertomperatures below 300K. In fact there are some applications where it is necessary to measure temperatures below this value, although hotter objects are usually measured in typical industrial practice. Second, the influence of the atmosphere has been analysed only for one example of the transmission of typical atmosphere. However, dust, smoke and gases are lIometimes met under industrial conditions. Their presence usually affects more the wltmospheric transmission in 3-5!1m band and may clearly worsen performance of the short wave systems.
The values of the relative spectral detectivity of the IR detectors s(A), the optics transmittance T o (A), the atmosphere transmittance T a (A), the temperature of the background 1back, the temperature of the atmosphere Ta t m, and the difference of the optics temperature under laboratory and real work conditions used in the calculations can be regarded as typical for a real measurement process. The errors of temperature measurement have been e�llculated for objects at temperatures within the temperature range of most thermal imaging lIyslems. We can say that the assumptions should not reduce the accuracy of the simulated Ilystems. Calculated errors of temperature measurement are quite significant, particularly for low emissivity objects in the lower temperature range. The errors typically decrease when the object temperature rises. But, there is an exception -the errors due to improperly assumed omissivity. So, the errors of temperature measurement with thermal imaging systems cannot bo treated as negligible in a whole typical temperature range and they are many times higher thl1ln for contact temperature measurement devices. However, one should notice that, with the �l)(ception of the errors due to limited temperature resolution, the errors can be treated as constant, independent on time. This fact enables us to improve accuracy of temperature fflllosurement when using thermal imaging systems by correcting these errors and modern ii1Yiltems [8] do it. The developed theory of the influence of the measurement conditions and till:! system parameters on the accuracy of temperature measurement has been used in this paper to calculate the errors of temperature measurement under simulated conditions. It can be also used to develop software models in oder to correct them. 
